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LIMS-PLUS DNA 

JusticeTrax, Inc., is proud to announce the addition of a new product to our suite of applications designed for the forensic 

laboratory.  JusticeTrax LIMS-plus DNA is a stand-alone DNA application designed to reduce DNA backlogs by 

automating forensic sample processing for both casework and databanks as well as automating the delivery of DNA 

profiles to local, state, and national databanks. 

 

BENEFITS OF LIMS-PLUS DNA 

 Increased efficiency and productivity through one-time sample entry, spatial plate views of batches, and laboratory-

defined forms.  Import/export of sample information is also available for LIMS-plus enabled laboratories. 

 Compliance assurance for the FBI Quality Assurance Standards is improved by tracking reagents and amplification 

kits, as well as all positive and negative controls, throughout the process. Additionally, mandatory steps are defined by 

the laboratory, increasing analyst uniformity and consistency. Validation and proficiency samples are tracked in the 

same manner as casework and databank samples. 

 Batches are process driven, allowing edits as sample results dictate, meaning the laboratory has process flexibility.  

New and updated procedures are integrated as they are validated. 

 Accommodation of variable processes between laboratories through adaptability.  Each laboratory designs and 

defines the processes to be used.  Using the dynamic user interface, the system administrator has the ability to add 

additional data elements to LIMS-plus DNA, ensuring that all pertinent examination activity can be recorded. 

 Improved oversight via detailed data for technical reviews and aggregate data for management statistics available for 

internal productivity measures and reporting of grant funded progress. 

 Real-time information for technical leaders and supervisors who are responsible for accuracy and timeliness of 

operations. 

 Uses browser based, modern architecture that requires no locally installed software and is designed to integrate with 

other applications.  All data is stored on a secure server within the laboratory, allowing user access from laptops and 

tablets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LABORATORY INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS  
JusticeTrax has been providing advanced software applications and superior Customer Care to the law enforcement 

community for almost two decades.  Our staff consists of computer engineers teamed with forensic experts with years of 

field experience, and we are proud to say that our product reliability is witnessed daily by the successes that our 

customers enjoy. 

 

WEB DEMONSTRATION  

Schedule a product demonstration and see for yourself the many features JusticeTrax LIMS-plus DNA has to offer.  To 

schedule a demonstration please contact our sales team by email at Sales@JusticeTrax.com or by phone at (800) 288-

5467. 
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